
Canim-1
Modeling Exercise
Designer Shaders

Topics:

Append Polygon tool
Mesh Smooth
Outliner Window/Parenting
Altering basic torus primitive shape
Duplicating objects in reverse
Moving Pivot Points

Basic Shapes:



Create a torus polygon primitive.
Go to Create>Polygon Primitive>Torus.

Under the “Inputs” in the channel box. 
Set Subdivision Axis to 8
and Subdivision Height to 8.



Torus Altered to a more basic shape.

 

Now lets go and adjust the vertices to reshape our torus according to a rough shape of the 
oakley frames.

Here is a front reference of an oakley shades from www.google.com

http://www.google.com
http://www.google.com


Now lets import it into 
our maya scene so 
that we can use it as a 
modeling reference 
inside maya.

Go to the Top View.

Then go to
View>Image Plane> 
Import Image.

Now move your torus to align with one of the frames.
Then Right-Click>vertices. And move(press “w”) the vertices around to get a rough
shape for the frames of the shades.

Before vertices are moved.



After vertices are altered.

The 1st half of the frame of the shades are done. Now lets duplicate it to the other side.
As a shortcut we can “reverse duplicate” our torus.

Select our torus. Then press “w” for move. The Pivot manipulator shows on your screen.



Now lets move our pivot point to the center.

To move your pivot point hold down “D” on your keyboard.

And move your pivot point to the center of the reference image.

Now before we reverse duplicate our torus. We must first make sure all our values in the 
channel box are zero.



Before Freeze Transformations          After Freeze Transformations

Before making any reverse duplicate, its is important to make sure to zero out all your 
values on your channel box so that the extra values from the channel box wonʼt mess up 
the duplicate command.



Now to make a reverse duplicate. 
Select your torus again.
Go to Edit>Duplicate Special Options Box.

Inside the Duplicate options. The numbers in the fields represent the “X,Y,Z” coordinates.
Add a “-1” value for X if you want a reverse horizontal duplicate, Y if you want a vertical 
reverse duplicate, and Z if you wan a upside down duplicate.   



Add -1 in the Scale X field.
Click Apply.

Reverse Duplicate makes a proportional opposite of your altered torus.



Now lets combine our 2 torus shapes into one object.
Select the two torus objects.
Go to Mesh>Combine.

Now, Right+click hold your torus and select faces.



Delete these two faces along the bridge of the frames.

Now lets connect our two frames using Append 
polygon tool.

Go to Edit mesh>Append to Polygon Tool.













Our Frames are done. Now lets model the glass shades.

Create a Polygon Sphere.
Go to Create>Polygon Primitives>Sphere.



Scale down so that the sphere is flat.



Then Duplicate the sphere to the other side.



Now lets rename and parent our shades to our frames.
Go to Window>Outliner Window.

Rename our Objects to:
Shades_frame
Shades01
Shades02

Then parent our two shades to our shades frame.
Select shades 01 and shades 02.
Then Middle mouse drage you them to Shades_frames.



Now lets Bend our frames along with the shade glasses.

Go to Animation Menu Set.

Select the Shades_frames.
Go to Create Deformers>Nonlinear>Bend.



We need to rotate our bend handle .
Select our Bend1Handle in our outliner window
Type: 90 on the Rotate Z



Then Click on the “Inputs” attribute on the channel box.
Highlight “Curvature” and Hold+middlemouse+drag to bend out frames.

Now just add a two cylinders on the side, alter them a bit. 
And add your frames.

Final Shades.




